Adaptation of molecular circadian clockwork to environmental changes: a role for alternative splicing and miRNAs
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Circadian (24 h) clocks provide a source of internal timing in most living organisms. These clocks keep time by using complex transcriptional/post-translational feedback loops that are strikingly resilient to changes in environmental conditions. In the last few years, interest has increased in the role of post-transcriptional regulation of circadian clock components. Post-transcriptional control plays a prominent role in modulating rapid responses of the circadian system to environmental changes, including light, temperature and general stress and will be the focus of this review.

1. Introduction

Circadian (24 h) clocks provide internal timing in most living organisms. In constant darkness and temperature, a circadian rhythm will free-run with its own endogenous periodicity, which is close to, but not exactly 24 h. However, these rhythms can be entrained (or driven) at an exact 24 h periodicity (or even a shorter or longer period) with light and temperature cycles.

Circadian clocks keep time by using complex transcriptional/post-translational feedback loops. One cardinal feature of these clocks is that the period of the oscillation is strikingly resilient to changes in temperature, a property called ‘temperature compensation’ [1]. Yet despite this resilience, other characteristics of the rhythmic phenotype are highly responsive to changes in light and temperature, the two most important environmental variables [2]. Thus, for example, light can reset a clock, or shift its phase and re-entrain it to a new light–dark schedule [3]. High or low temperature can also change the apparent phase of a rhythm but without changing the period [4].

Over the last 30 years, many advances have been made towards understanding the molecular mechanisms of circadian timekeeping. Efforts have mainly focused on transcriptional and post-translational control of circadian components and on the properties of the neuronal networks that drive circadian rhythms in locomotor activity, the most prominent behavioural output of the circadian system in animals. The first evidence showing the importance of post-transcriptional levels of regulation in maintaining circadian rhythmicity was discovered in the single-celled green alga Acetabularia. Interestingly, this unicellular organism can survive for several weeks after the rhizoid containing its nucleus is removed and will continue to photosynthesize rhythmically in constant light, even in the presence of inhibitors of organellar transcription [5,6]. In the last few years, interest has increased in studying the role of post-transcriptional regulation of circadian clock components. Pioneering studies by Carla Green’s laboratory demonstrate robust circadian regulation of deadenylation [7–9], which contributes to the control of metabolism by the circadian clock. In addition, many other groups...
Alternative splicing mediates clock responses to the environment

2. Alternative splicing mediates clock responses to the environment

Different steps of gene expression may be regulated to fine-tune the clock in different organisms. One of these steps is pre-mRNA splicing. In pre-mRNA splicing, a ribonucleoprotein complex (the spliceosome) mediates precise cuts at exon–intron boundaries and the assembly of exonic sequences into the mature mRNA [24]. This process is tightly linked functionally, temporally and spatially to transcription, but it is still considered a post-transcriptional event [25]. Splicing involves the recognition of specific target sequences in the intron–exon junctions (5' and 3' splice sites) as well as inside the excised intron. When the splicing donor or acceptor sites do not perfectly fit the consensus sequence for the region, alternative versions of a given mRNA can be generated. This process is called alternative splicing and can lead to the generation of many mRNA and protein isoforms from a single genomic sequence [26]. The exact proportion of possible isoforms is achieved through integration of signals in the transcribing pre-mRNA molecule. These signals may involve recruitment of specific RNA-binding proteins (e.g. SR proteins) or changes in the elongation rate of the RNA polymerase II or siRNAs [26]. Interestingly, control of alternative splicing is a prominent way by which the circadian clock adapts to temperature changes in unicellular and pluricellular organisms (see below).

(a) Alternative splicing mediates the response of the circadian clock to temperature in Neurospora

In Neurospora crassa, alternative splicing of frequency, which encodes the central component of the circadian clock, FRQ [27], regulates the response of the circadian clock to temperature changes. The frq gene is rhythmically expressed and contains six open reading frames (uORFs) that encode large (l) and small (s) isoforms of FRQ [28–30]. The expression of the different isoforms is regulated both by alternative promoter usage and by levels of alternative splicing. The abundance and ratio of l-FRQ versus s-FRQ are important for robust free running circadian rhythmicity [28,29].

The amount of l-FRQ increases significantly as temperature rises, whereas s-FRQ levels do not. This leads to a variation in the l-FRQ to s-FRQ ratio as a function of temperature [28,30,31]. The mechanism underlying this variation is alternative splicing: splicing of the sixth intron of frq pre-mRNA (frq-6), which contains the initiation codon of 1-FRQ, is temperature sensitive. The temperature sensitivity of the splicing event is probably due to inefficient recognition of non-canonical splice sites that flank this intron by the splicing machinery at high temperatures, which results in an increasing fraction of l-FRQ [30,31] (figure 1a).

FRQ levels are also subject to a temperature-dependent translational control mechanism that is crucial for the temperature-dependent increase in FRQ. The frq gene’s uORFs reduce translation initiation of 1-FRQ and s-FRQ isoforms. However, as the uORFs do not harbour a strong Kozak consensus sequence, their usage is very limited at higher temperatures. This thermosensitive trapping of scanning ribosomes at uORFs allows adjustment of FRQ levels according to ambient temperature [30].

In summary, two thermosensitive, adaptive mechanisms, splicing of frq-6 and trapping of scanning ribosomes, regulate abundance of FRQ and the ratio of l-FRQ to s-FRQ. Both processes are based on temperature-influenced recognition of
non-consensus splice sites or non-consensus translational
initiation sites. These mechanisms are thought to extend the
physiological temperature range over which the Neurospora
clock functions, keeping FRQ levels in a range compatible
with feedback loop function. Indeed, when either of the FRQ
isoforms is eliminated, the temperature range permissible for
rhythmicity is reduced/narrowed [28].

A later study by Diernfellner et al. [32] shows that the
regulation of the I-FRQ to s-FRQ ratio does not seem to be
necessary for temperature compensation per se; strains that
express only a single FRQ isoform (I-FRQ or s-FRQ) display
temperature compensation (at a temperature range between
22 °C and 28 °C), but their circadian rhythms are either long
or short. This suggests that the thermosensitive I-FRQ to
s-FRQ ratio provides a molecular means to fine-tune period
length, but it may act redundantly with other mechanisms of
temperature compensation.

(b) Alternative splicing mediates genome-wide effects
of temperature on the circadian clock in Arabidopsis

Alternative splicing is also involved in adaptation of the circadian
clock to temperature in Arabidopsis thaliana [33,34]. For example, alternative splicing controls the activity of the gene
_circadian clock associated 1_ (CCA1), which is implicated in temperature compensation [35]. The full-size isoform CCA1α is a key circadian transcriptional activator and acts as a homodimer to activate transcription of target genes. The CCA1β isoform has a protein–protein interaction domain that mediates dimer formation but lacks the N-terminal Myb DNA-binding domain [36]. Hence, CCA1β competitively inhibits CCA1α activity by forming non-functional heterodimers (CCA1α–CCA1β and LHY–CCA1β), which have reduced DNA-binding affinities. Interestingly, low temperatures sway splicing towards the production of the active isoform (CCA1α). Thus, under cold conditions, the _Arabidopsis_ system rebalances the ratio of the inactive form of CCA1 to the active form to produce effective freeze tolerance [36].

Characterization of the _Arabidopsis_ transcriptome through high-throughput sequencing identified a temperature-sensitive alternative splicing event involving intron 4 retention in _CCA1_ mRNA [37]. Interestingly, this alternative splicing regulation is present not only in _A. thaliana_, but also in _Oryza sativa_, _Brachypodium distachyon_ and _Populus trichocarpa_, mono- and dicotyledonous species that diverged from a common ancestor 120–170 Myr ago [38,39].

A recent study used a genome-wide approach to demonstrate the importance of alternative splicing in mediating responses of the _Arabidopsis_ circadian clock to temperature changes [40]. This study evaluated the splicing of all clock components in plants adapted to different temperatures or undergoing temperature transitions. Surprisingly, the analysis showed extensive changes in the splicing of many clock genes. In particular, alternative splicing of the genes _late elongated hypocotyl_ (LHY) and _pseudo response regulator 7_ (PRR7) led to the production of non-functional transcripts. This regulation is key for modulating smooth transcriptional changes during temperature transitions; regulation at the level of splicing reduces amounts of these particular proteins without affecting the overall transcription rate [40,41]. Interestingly, the authors also found that for clock genes that have been previously implicated in temperature compensation (e.g. _CCA1_ and _LHY_ [35]) and temperature responsiveness (e.g. _PRR9_ and _PRR7_ [42]), the levels of functional transcripts responded in opposite directions to transient cold conditions. For example, _CCA1_ and _PRR9_ were upregulated, and _LHY_ and _PRR7_ downregulated. These changes at low temperature suggest that their effects are balanced or compensated in the clock system.

(c) The effects of temperature on the Drosophila circadian system

Temperature has diverse effects on the _Drosophila_ circadian system probably mediated by different regulatory mechanisms. Temperature-regulated circadian processes include: (i) temperature-dependent changes in the distribution of daily locomotor activity, the so-called ‘temperature seasonal adaptation’ [4,43]; (ii) the capability of clocks to be entrained/synchronized by daily temperature cycles and to be phase-shifted by temperature pulses or steps [3]; (iii) abolition of circadian function at temperatures outside those permissive for rhythm generation; and (iv) temperature compensation. Over the last 15 years, significant advances have been made in our understanding of how _Drosophila_ adapts to changes in temperature. Most of this work has focused on the key role of _per_ mRNA splicing.

The clock is under constant control by external cues, such as light and temperature. Adaptation of _Drosophila_ to different environmental conditions relies on the presence of at least two neuronal circuits, one that controls the morning peak of locomotor activity (M) and another that controls the evening (E) burst of activity [44–46]. The environment fine-tunes the activity pattern by altering the timing of action of these oscillators. This system may help animals to adapt to seasonal changes by altering the phase of these two oscillators in a flexible, presumably adaptive manner [47]. In the laboratory, under hot temperatures and long photoperiods mimicking summer, flies shift their M activity to pre-dawn and their E activity into the early night [4]. By contrast, under shorter day lengths and cooler temperatures mimicking autumn, the M and E activity components fall closer together and occur around the middle of the day, enabling maximal activity at the warmest temperatures. These putative adaptations, which generate the so-called ‘siesta’ at higher temperatures, ensure that the activity of an organism is maximal at a time of day when the temperature is optimal for its activity.

(d) _Drosophila_ temperature adaptation is mediated by a specific splicing event in the _period_ mRNA 3′ untranslated region

In 1999, Edery et al. [4] showed that a thermosensitive splicing event in the _per_ 3′ untranslated region (UTR) is important for the seasonal adaptation or ‘siesta’. The evening advance in the locomotor activity observed at lower temperatures correlates with an advance in the phase of oscillation of _tim_ and _per_ mRNAs. This shift of the molecular clock is driven by the exclusion/splicing of an alternative exon located in _per_ 3′ UTR. At low temperatures, relatively more of the spliced, shorter variant (type B′) of _per_ is present compared with the unspliced variant (type A′). The enhanced efficiency of splicing of _per_ pre-mRNA at low temperatures correlates with an earlier rise in the levels of total _per_ mRNA and protein (figure 1b). By using transgenic flies with mutations that either inhibit _per_ splicing (_per<sup>−</sup> mutant,
Importantly, perA and perB mutants can both temperature compensate and entrain to temperature cycles, suggesting that per splicing is not involved in these two cardinal clock features [3]. The mechanism by which the cold-induced splicing of per results in an increase accumulation of per mRNA is still not clear. One possibility is that the assembly of the spliceosomes on the intron increases the production of mature mRNAs. This could be achieved by an increase in transcriptional elongation or by facilitating 3'-end formation.

Further studies [48,49] revealed that the efficiency of per mRNA splicing is regulated not only by temperature but also by the photoperiod. Short photoperiods lead to an increase in the spliced type B variant, which accumulates earlier, contributing to increases in the daily upswing and peak levels of per mRNA. On the other hand, long days lead to the production of unspliced per mRNA molecules. Regulation of splicing allows locomotor activity to be fine-tuned to any given set of photoperiodic and temperature conditions. Interestingly, the inhibitory effect of light on per splicing does not require a functional clock. However, the efficiency of per splicing displays low-amplitude oscillation that is dependent on a functional circadian clock. Phospholipase C (encoded by no-receptor-potential-A (norpA)) probably plays a physiological, non-photic role in downregulating the production of spliced transcripts. Briefly, the proportion of the type B variant is abnormally high in the norpA mutant and exhibits little daytime decrease, even on warm days. Thus, it appears that irrespective of temperature, the splicing of per mRNA in norpA flies exhibits characteristics that are normally observed only at low temperatures, consistent with the advanced E activity of the mutant even on warm days. This cannot be explained simply by the well-known effect of NorpA on the visual pathway and suggests that norpA is directly involved in thermosensitivity.

In a further study in 2008, the Edery laboratory examined the splicing pattern of per in Drosophila yakuba. Drosophila yakuba is closely related to the cosmopolitan Drosophila melanogaster, but inhabits Afro-equatorial regions, where the species faces no significant seasonal variation in day length or temperature [43,50,51]. Although the per gene of D. yakuba also has a 3'-terminal intron, it is spliced out over a wide range of temperatures and photoperiods, consistent with the marginal effect of temperature on the daily rhythms of per RNA levels and behaviour in this tropical species. This study clearly shows a very tight link between the thermal responsiveness of splicing in the per 3' UTR and temperature effects on the daily profiles of per mRNA levels and locomotor activity in two different species of Drosophila. Suboptimal splicing signals within the per mRNA underlie the thermosensitivity of splicing efficiency of this mRNA.

A more recent comparative analysis of D. melanogaster sequences in Atlantic coast fly populations from the USA found a number of single nucleotide polymorphisms close to the splicing region [52]. One of these haplotypes had higher splicing levels that correlate with a more cold-adapted behavioural phenotype. One might expect that if these polymorphisms are adaptive, a higher frequency for this haplotype might be found in northern, compared with southern, populations in America but this is evidently not the case [52]. However, as flies have only colonized North America for the past 200–300 years, it may be that over longer evolutionary periods (as in Europe, which flies colonized after the last Ice Age), the polymorphisms may generate a spatial pattern. A relevant example is the European Thr-Gly repeat length polymorphism within the coding region of per, which forms a latitudinal cline on that continent [53].

In a further evolutionary/ecological context, a recent study of fly behaviour in quasi-natural conditions revealed that at European summer temperatures, flies do not show a 'classic' siesta, but instead have large mid-day locomotor component, termed A (afternoon) [54]. per splicing has a linear relationship with temperature within the natural 10–30°C range, but the siesta, as measured by the position of the evening (E) locomotor onset, or from the time between morning (M) offset and E onset (ignoring A), is not. Indeed, the phase position of the E onset is quite stable until average temperatures reach 20–22°C, when the E onset then begins to delay, correlating with the further inhibition of per splicing. This would suggest that if per splicing is relevant to the wild; it is its inhibition at hot temperatures that is more important than its activation at colder temperatures, which makes a certain adaptive sense. However, the flies in the ointment is that per mutants show essentially the same phenotype as the wild-type in terms of their natural siesta, so this would argue that the mechanism for generating the siesta may be dependent on per splicing (at least at high temperatures), but, oddly, independent of the PER protein. A further relevant laboratory study that introduced natural temperature ranges into the entrainment procedure also observed that behavioural phase changes in colder conditions could be generated as expected, even in the splice-locked per mutants [55]. This would suggest that under more natural thermal ranges, per splicing may not be the only contributor to behavioural phase changes.

It should be noted that per 3' UTR regions have an important role not only for temperature adaptation but also for normal circadian rhythmicity. Indeed, early experiments performed in the late 1990s showed that flies in which per 3' UTR has been replaced show long rhythms [13]. The importance of this regulation is evident, but it is not related to temporal control of translation as per mRNA is bound to polysomes, whenever it is expressed [13]. Whether this regulation is related to the splicing changes is not known, but it is certainly an interesting avenue to pursue.

The above-mentioned examples show a common theme of how changes in alternative splicing help balance the levels of key circadian components. In these cases, the alternative splicing events are more prominent at low temperatures and can lead to both the reduction and elevation of key circadian components. There are multiple variations of this theme that involve lower mRNA stability, lower translational efficiency, or the generation of non-productive transcripts. A first glimpse would suggest that the decrease of gene products at lower temperatures is unexpected. While general transcription initiation and elongation should decrease as a consequence of decreased biochemical activity at lower temperatures, protein and mRNA degradation should also decrease. Given that organisms manipulate the mRNA levels of these key regulators, per and frq (often the limiting factor in the circadian molecular cycle), it appears that the proteins alone cannot temperature compensate in most organisms as they do in cyanobacteria [56].
A very important issue that still remains to be examined is the contribution of alternative splicing to regulation of the mammalian circadian clock in response to environmental change (such as temperature, nutrition).

However, regulation has been found to operate in the other direction. A recent study by McGlincy et al. [57] demonstrates the regulatory effect of the murine circadian clock on alternative splicing. The authors found widespread circadian control of alternative splicing, which is tissue-dependent in both phase and amplitude and can be modulated by fasting. This implies the existence of a feedback loop involving alternative splicing and the circadian system. Indeed, it was recently established that the Arabidopsis protein methylase PRMT5, and its Drosophila orthologue dart5, regulate both circadian alternative splicing and period length [58].

3. miRNAs regulate circadian rhythms in response to environmental changes

miRNAs are post-transcriptional regulators of gene expression. These small RNAs recognize their mRNA targets through complete or partial binding with the target 3' UTR and act mainly by reducing levels of translation and accelerating mRNA turnover. Recently, miRNAs have been implicated in both the core circadian mechanism and in the responses of the clock to the environment. We summarize below only the latter.

(a) miRNAs mediate canonical and stress-related circadian responses in Drosophila

Recently, a handful of papers have demonstrated roles for miRNAs in the Drosophila circadian system [15,19,59]. miRNAs mediate the central clock [18] and circadian output systems such as behaviour [19] and metabolism [15]. Interestingly, miRNAs at least partially regulate the response of the circadian clock to food intake.

In the first study involving a specific miRNA–mRNA pair in the circadian clock, Kadener et al. found that the miRNA bantam modulates the core circadian component clock and that other central clock components such as vri and cwo are also regulated by miRNAs. In addition to controlling the molecular pacemaker itself, miRNAs may be involved in providing robustness to the circadian system. Indeed, the study by Kadener et al. [59] showed that the resistance of the circadian clock to strong transcriptional perturbations, such as a fourfold to fivefold increase in the strength of transcriptional activation by the CLK–CYC dimer, is mediated at least partially by miRNAs. When flies expressing a ‘super-activator’ CYC transgene (CYCVP16) are transferred to an extreme temperature (29°C), their behavioural rhythmicity is dependent on the presence of dicer-1, the last enzyme in the miRNA-processing pathway. This strongly suggests that miRNAs provide robustness to the circadian system by buffering changes in transcriptional components under conditions of genetic, and more commonly, environmental stress.

A recent study by Luo & Sehgal [19] demonstrated that another miRNA, mir-279, regulates behavioural output of the circadian clock through the JAK/STAT pathway. Alterations in mir-279 levels (overexpression or inhibitory mutations) lead to disrupted locomotor activity rhythms. Interestingly, these altered rhythms do not correlate with any abnormality of the molecular clock, suggesting that mir-279 regulates an output pathway rather than the central pacemaker. The authors found that the product of upd, a ligand of JAK/STAT, probably mediates this effect, as knockdown of upd rescues the behavioural phenotype of mir-279 mutants. Moreover, manipulations of the JAK/STAT pathway affect locomotor rhythms, and there seems to be close communication between the clock neurons and some upd-expressing cells. The involvement of JAK/STAT signalling in the circadian clock suggests a mechanism by which this pathway controls behaviour imparted by the circadian clock: as this pathway is typically activated by stress, miRNA regulation could manipulate the output of the circadian neurons without interfering with the molecular clockwork. This is an exciting possibility and work in this direction should be fruitful.

(b) mir-132 mediates entrainment of the circadian clock to light in mammals

In a very elegant study by the Obrietan laboratory [11,60], mir-132 was shown to mediate entrainment of the circadian clock in mice. In brief, the authors identified two miRNAs that are regulated by the circadian and light-induced transcription factor CREB: mir-132 and mir-219. mir-219, which also is regulated directly by the CLK-BMAL1 dimer, affects the circadian pacemaker, as knockdown of this miRNA lengthens the circadian period. In addition, expression from the mir-219 promoter in PC12 cells is significantly increased upon co-expression of CLK and BMAL. Interestingly, the expression of the second CREB-target miRNA, mir-132, is independent of CLK-BMAL1 but displays circadian oscillations in the suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN) that are dependent on the negative transcriptional regulators CRY1 and CRY2. The authors hypothesized that the circadian expression of mir-132 could be due to activation of CREB in the early-middle day. They showed that light pulses during the subjective night led to a significant increase in the levels of mir-132 in the SCN, suggesting a role in the circadian light input pathway. Downregulation of mir-132 in the SCN using specific antagonists (cholesterol-conjugated oligonucleotides complementary to mir-132) have little to no effect on the circadian period, but strongly affect circadian locomotor behaviour after a light pulse. Downregulation of mir-132 prior to a light pulse in the subjective night results in a double phase shift in the behavioural rhythms of these mice.

In order to identify potential targets of mir-132, the authors performed a careful bioinformatics analysis. From this analysis, they identified the mRNA encoding the light-induced transcription factor RFX4 as a potential target. mir-132 strongly downregulates RFX4 protein expression in a miRNA-site-dependent manner. Lastly, the authors closed the loop and demonstrated that mir-132 can regulate the core circadian molecular oscillator. Thus, mir-132 levels can modulate the negative arm of the circadian clock and the response of the molecular circadian machinery to light. In a follow-up study, Alvarez-Saavedra et al. [61] showed that mir-132 controls the molecular clock in response to light by targeting a specific set of chromatin and translational regulators. The chromatin regulator MeCP2 is involved in the expression of the per1 and per2 promoters, and the proteins Btg2 and Paip2a suppress production of PER1 and PER2 by accelerating mRNA decay. This latter study demonstrates the mechanism by which a specific miRNA regulates entrainment of the circadian clock in the SCN.
4. Conclusions

In summary, the literature reviewed here represents studies that primarily emphasize the central role of post-transcriptional control, mediated largely through miRNAs and alternative splicing. These have been shown to mediate the rapid responses of the circadian clock to environmental changes. Most of this research involves the description of very specific thermosensitive splicing events of equally specific clock genes. There are several questions that remain to be answered by future research. The work performed in plants suggested that a comprehensive, whole-genome RNA-seq would reveal the scope of environmental-dependent post-transcriptional regulation on clock machinery as well as output genes in other model organisms (e.g. as in [62] or [63]). Additionally, the molecular mechanisms underlying environmental-dependent post-transcriptional control need to be revealed by future research. Lastly, it would be interesting to compare the machineries involved in daily adaptation to routine environmental factors, to those machineries reacting under stress or to extreme environmental factors.
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